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Distributors, suppliers and manufacturers of
packing materials and machinery

WE ARE THE BEST OPTION IN
PRICE, SERVICE AND QUALITY

>With more than 20 years of experience in the
field we can also offer recommendatios for
optimizing your packing solutions reducing costs
and ensuring the integrity of the product.

>We are manufacturers of plastic bubble
wrapping, polyethylene and polyestyrene foam.
All this can be done in bags, roll or any form
requiered by our client.

>We are able to adapt to the necessity with
presentation of samples, same-day delivery,
sotck at disposal, technical services, etc.
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FIRST USE
Crystal-clear material, excelent option
when you need to look at the product
through the packaging. Made from
pure, never before used polyethylene,
best quality for every need.

POLYEHTYLENE BAGS

We know how important the plastic bags are for the
trasnportation of several products and that's why we've
focused on providing the best quality for every need. Our wide
range of bags goes from clear bags to coloured ones, with VCI
additives, bellows and punctured. 

Recycled

We do take the importance and respect
necessary for our enviornment, that's why
we also have recycling machinery to give
second usage to some polyethylene
products. This option is also cheaper for our
clients!

High desnsity
polyethylene is also
available!
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Polyestyrene foam

Roll, sheets of bags, we produce
everything.
Our stock comes in the
following measurements:
1/32", 1/16", 3/32", 1/8", 1/4",
1/2", 1", 1-1/2", 2", 2-1/2".

Bubble measurements 3/16" and 1/2"

Rolls from 60 cm to 1.5 m tall x 60 m or 120 m long

Natural, coloured, antistatic material

Bubble wrap

Bubble wrap bags up
to 110 cm tall x "n" m
long



Transparent stretch film:
3" x 1000'
5" x 1000'
18" x 700'
18" x 800'
18" x 1000'
18" x 1200'

Coloured stretch film:
18" x 800'
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Stretch wrap film

We have a lot of options when it comes to this 

Transparent stretch film
for automatic use:
20" x 4500'
20" x 5000'

Automatic and manual industrial wrappers

For 20" films

For 3" and 18" films
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Steel strapping materials

You will have several strapping options with us,
such as steel strapping, painted steel and
galvanized steel, all of which can be found in
the follwing measurements: 1/2", 3/4", 5/8", 1-
1/4".

Other strapping materials

PET strap (polyester), 1/2", 5/8" 
Polypropylene strap, 1/2", 5/8"
Polypropylene strap for automatic machine (3/8")
Gator strap (knitted), 1"
Prined and colured straps

We count with other options in case what you need is
other than steel:

Seals, buckles, manual
tools and more...

Semiautomatic and
automatic strapping
machines
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Cardboard, plastic and steel
corner protection pieces.

Industrial cotton rag
20 kg bags, inside 1, 2 or 5 kg bags
Multicolor, grey or white

Packing list envelopes

Dissecant bags
Different weights and sizes

Trailer box seals

Bottle neck seal Steel cable seal Plastic seal Aluminum seal
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Packing tape: 1", 2", 3" - 100 m, 150 m, 914 m

Printed tapes, various colors and sizes

Masking tapes, various colors and sizes

Duble sided tape: 1/2", 3/4", 1", 2" (foam or

paper)

Ducts 2" x 50 m

Filament tape (ribbon)

Electrical insulation

Finger tape

Aluminum

Gorilla (reinforced paper roll)

Flat back

Area delimitation (various colors and sizes,

also caramel or double coloured tapes)

Protective foil

Antiviolation tape (green, red or blue)

Adhesive tapes

Tape dispenser
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Staplers and staple guns
For cardboard,  plastic or textille idsutries

Staples, nails and wires

Loosener, mold
releaser and cleaner

3M SUPER 77
Cable tie
straps

Kraft paper
Roll or sheets

Corrugated
board

Dixon crayons

Industrial
markers




